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Category A

1. We are allowed to put several brackets in the expression

29 : 28 : 27 : 26 :· · · : 17 : 16
15 : 14 : 13 : 12 :· · · : 3 : 2

.

(a) Find the smallest possible integer value we can obtain inthat way.

(b) Find all possible integer values that can be obtained. (J. Šimša)

2. In a tetrahedronABCD, E andF are the midpoints of the medians fromA andD.
Find the ratio of the volumes of tetrahedraBCEF andABCD.

(P. Leischner)

3. Show that there exists a triangleABCsuch thata 6= b anda+ ta = b+ tb, where
ta, tb are the medians corresponding toa,b, respectively. Also prove that there
exists a numberk such that every such triangle satisfiesa+ ta = b+ tb = k(a+b).
Finally, find all possible ratiosa : b in such triangles.

(J. Šimša)

4. In a certain language there are only two letters,A andB. We know that

(i) There are no words of length 1, and the only words of length2 areAB and
BB.

(ii) A segment of lengthn > 2 is a word if and only if it can be obtained from
a word of length less thann by replacing each letterB by some (not neces-
sarily the same) word.

Prove that the number of words of lengthn is equal to
2n +2 · (−1)n

3
.

(P. Hliněńy, P. Kǎnovsk’y)

5. Given an acute angleAPX in the plane, construct a squareABCDsuch thatP lies
on the sideBC and linePX meetsCD in a pointQ such thatAPbisects the angle
BAQ. (J. Šimša)

6. Find all pairs of real numbersa,b for which the system of equations

x+y
x2 +y2 = a,

x3 +y3

x2 +y2 = b

has a real solution. (J. Šimša)
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